Try to find the following:

- 3 different birds
- your shadow
- 5 cool bugs
- 3 types of trees
- a spider web
- 4 shades of green
- a house with solar panels
- 2 electric/hybrid vehicles
- 3 types flowers
- an animal’s home
- a place where water is naturally flowing
- a track or trail made by an animal
- a hole in a tree made by an animal
- a recycle symbol
- an electric vehicle charging station

Bonus Activities:

- collect 5 pieces of litter
- watch a sunrise/sunset
- ride a bike
- plant a native plant
- take a hike
- take a photo of you and nature

How many items or activities did you check off?

Just for participating, you could win a smartphone microscope!

Send a photo or two of some items you found or activities you did, along with your list to knoren@bnl.gov to be entered. Use subject line "Scavenger Hunt Entry" when emailing.

Submissions must be received by 11:59pm, April 24, 2022. Winner will be drawn by 11:00am, April 25, 2022, and be notified via email.